PG Student’s Dissertation/Project Bound Colour Code

These suggested colors for the Postgraduate Studies and thesis cover book:

**Master Studies:**

Suggested color:
- Green
- Code of color: 2B5E4F
- CMYK: C=81 M=38 Y=65 K=35
- RGB: R=43 G=94 B=79

Reasons:
- The start was for this color as the Master of Education is the initial postgraduate major in SU.
- One of SU corporate colors.
- It is clear to read the text in silver color as it is compatible with SU grey corporate color.
- The availability of this color (leather) in the printing press.

**PHD Thesis:**

Suggested color:
- Dark Blue
- Code of color: 1A253C
- CMYK: C=97 M=82 Y=46 K=54
- RGB: R=26 G=37 B=60

Reasons:
- One of SU corporate colors
- It is clear to read the text in silver color as it is compatible with SU grey corporate color.
- In my research, this color is the common color used for PHD thesis and matching SU corporate colors in the same time.
- The availability of this color (leather) in the printing press.

Notes to be considered:
- Implementing SU logo and keeping its proportion.
- To have the silver color for writing.